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Effective Touch Dynamics Features 

Abstract - The purpose of this research is to        
determine which touch dynamics features     
would be more optimal to use from the list of          
all possible features in touch dynamics. By       
finding the most efficient features to use,       
researchers can then use this information to       
create a better model from this biometric. The        
goal of this paper is to examine the procedure         
that was taken to retrieve the optimal and        
efficient features from the list of features in        
touch dynamics. Given the list of optimal       
features, the glimpse of using these features       
will allow the study of mobile biometrics to        
consider using the touch dynamics biometric      
modality more. 

I. Introduction
As number of sensors in a mobile      

device increase and the performance of these       
sensors in mobile devices improve, the more       
optimal the data gathered from these mobiles       
will be. The need of finding optimal data from         
these sensors are needed to improve the       
uniqueness of each mobile device from      
another one. This will allow the mobile device        
to be more secure and this security feature        
will help remove the threat of gathering data        
from a mobile device.  

Of the many biometrics modalities that      
have been gathered from mobile devices,      
touch dynamics is an interesting modality that       
is used constantly by users of mobile devices.        
The data that is captured by this biometric is         
however very costly for algorithms to process,       
has a high energy consumption for the battery        
of the device, this leads to low accuracy rates         
in finding imposter and genuine scores and       
also has a factor of user adaptation to their         

touch dynamics which must be factored in       
when using this biometric.  

With these current challenges, the     
data that is collected from touch dynamics has        
a large amount features which have could       
have been a reason for all the problems that is          
faced with this biometric. Perhaps, finding the       
best of all the features that is collected would         
help alleviate the challenges and allow for this        
biometric to be more optimal for future use. 

In this paper, the overview of touch       
dynamics and the challenges of this biometric       
is discussed in Section 2. In Sections 3 and         
4, the features of touch dynamics will be        
examined as well as the process of how to         
consider effective features. Lastly, Section 4      
and 5 will discuss the results of the        
implementation and the datasets which were      
used in the process and the conclusion of the         
research. 

II. Touch Dynamics
Of the many biometric modalities, 

touch dynamics, which is the study of 
measuring and assessing user interaction with 
a touch screen device, is considered 
promising in the field of biometric 
authentication as the main interaction of the 
touch screen is constantly used as the user 
interacts with the device. This biometric allows 
a user  to not require any physically body 
parts such as the iris or face to gather 
information needed for the results of the 
biometric.  

In the early conception of this 
biometric, was the use of keystrokes from a 
computer keyboard to gather information of 
the user habits when typing. The birth of 



keystroke dynamics was considered, after the 
usage of its information was proposed to be 
useful in the field  of authentication. 

 As modern devices have used less 
keyboard input for user interaction, the rise of 
touch screens have made progress to take 
over the mobile device landscape. The 
amount of data this is gathered from the touch 
screens can as well be used for biometric 
authentication as the same features of 
keystroke dynamics are present in the touch 
screen. Even more features were captured 
when a user interacts, however the amount of 
features have led to a surplus of data that may 
or may not be effective to gather.  

 
The challenges of touch dynamics are:  

● Reducing energy consumption - 
Mobile phones, unlike computers, run 
on batteries and hence power supply 
is limited. Therefore, the less the 
application takes memories, the more 
the device can be operated. So it is 
essential to have a system that 
consumes minimum battery so that it 
does not majorly impact the phone 
usage time. Some measures, such as 
reducing the sampling rate (Niu and 
Chen, 2012) or performing complex 
computation only when a device is 
being recharged (Crawford et al., 
2013) 

● Reducing computational cost- 
Computational cost in mobile phones 
are generally inferior than computer 
devices. Hence criterions such as 
criteria such as algorithm complexity, 
communication cost, and 
authentication delay are important and 
should be considered in the design of 
touch dynamics authentication 
solutions. In other words, algorithm 
and communication costs introduced 

as the result of deploying this 
authentication means should be 
minimal.(Teh and Zhang, 2016) 

● Adaptation Capability: Human 
behavioral characteristics are 
susceptible to change over time, and 
more frequently than physiological 
characteristics. A user's touch 
dynamics patterns can gradually 
change as the user gets more familiar 
with the passcode, input method, 
device, and other external factors. A 
touch dynamics authentication system 
should be capable of adapting itself to 
any changes in a user's touch 
dynamics pattern.(Teh and Zhang, 
2016) 
 
Throughout this paper we try to create 

a model which addresses these issues.  
 
 
III. Features of Touch Dynamics 

We used two dataset in our 
experiments. The first was created by Dr. Neil 
Tempest on a Nexus 7. The dataset contained 
71 features which were all numerical along 
with 2856 records. The measured attributes 
are: 

● Hold (H) 
● Up-Down (UD) 
● Down-Down (DD) 
●  Pressure (P) 
●  Finger-Area (A) 
● Averages of Hold (AH) 
●  Pressure (AP) 
● Finger Area (AFA) 

 
The second dataset used was the 

MOBIKEY Keystroke Dynamics Password 
Database. We limited ourselves to the 
evoline1 subsection of it. The dataset had 14 
features and ~15,000 records. One of the 



columns was the UserID i.e. the label we 
intend to predict using KNN in this case. 
 
IV. Implementation of the process 

Our implementation was divided into 
feature selection and the decision making. We 
employed the use of a Python library, 
scikit-learn, to perform the following types of 
feature selection algorithms: 

● Chi square, this statistical algorithm 
that measures the frequency of 
expected and observed data, was 
used to filter the amount of features of 
touch dynamics. This implementation 
was done by getting the p-value of the 
features which value was less than a 
given alpha value.  

● Information gain, using entropy in this 
algorithm we were able to also filter 
out the best features which had a high 
information gain. 

● Recursive, for this algorithm, our goal 
was to select features by recursively 
considering smaller and smaller sets of 
features. The estimator was defined as 
a support vector machine Then, the 
least important features were removed 
from current set of features.That 
procedure was recursively repeated on 
the removed set until the desired 
number of features to select is 
eventually reached.  

● Tree selection, in this algorithm, we 
used tree based estimators. It employs 
the process of  tree selection to 
determine feature importance. It then 
uses the average of the importance to 
remove unneeded features 

● Variance threshold, in this algorithm, 
we remove all features whose variance 
doesn’t meet the declared threshold. 
By default, the code removed all 

zero-variance features, i.e. features 
that have the same value in all 
samples. We used the formula for 
variance V= p(1-p), to achieve this.  

 
The script breaks up the dataset using 

5 fold cross validation. The chunk meant to be 
used for testing was left alone, and the rest 
had outliers removed. Outlier detection was 
done using isolation forest in combination with 
leave-one-out-validation. Thus every row was 
tested as being an outlier against every other 
row. In practice we found that only a small 
percentage of rows were dropped; about 5%. 
The remaining training rows post outlier 
detection were used for the KNN training. 
Also, the training and query chunks are scaled 
using a MinMaxScaler after outlier detection. 
We chose k=31 since that yielded passable 
results during debugging with a partial 
database, but later tested other values for k. 
 

Lastly, the main script was adapted 
into another script called a validation script. 
The purpose of this was to test our method on 
another database - the second database. This 
would serve to confirm or reject out method. 
The script initially used all the same code with 
only minor changes to account for different 
location of the dataset and type of file to read. 
The script, however, did not work. More 
specifically the method used for the first 
dataset did not work when applied to the 
second dataset. Essentially this inherently 
rejects our method, however, we went further 
in our attempts to make it work. First we 
noticed that there were simply too much data, 
~15,000 rows vs ~2,500 for the first dataset. 
Out script never finished even when given 
several hours. To remedy this we switched to 
taking a random sample of 2,000 rows. 
Secondly, we noticed the data had text data 
and our script was meant to work with 



numerical. To remedy this we applied a label 
encoder. Thirdly, we noticed that the recursive 
feature elimination algorithm took far too long. 
To remedy this we changed the SVM 
estimator for a Logistic Estimator that would 
perform much faster. However, the estimator 
would not converge thus the dataset can not 
be fit to a logistic curve thus a different 
estimator was needed. Then, an SGD 
Estimator was used. It worked considerably 
faster and did converge. Next we hit a 
problem we could not solve: the feature 
selection algorithms did not agree on a set of 
features to keep after the intersection of them 
were taken. For the machine learning 
algorithm to work two or more feature columns 
were needed. We saw that after 5 attempts to 
get selected features at best 1 feature was 
chosen by all 5 algorithms. 
 
V. Results 

The first set of results are the ones 
required when using only a small portion of 
the first dataset. We used ~350 rows of the 
first dataset when building our script. When 
the script was done we observed that with k 
for KNN being 31 for 12 runs we averaged 
65.7% accuracy. The number of features 
chosen were between 3 - 6, collectively they 
were 

●  Hold i 
● Hold Shift 
● Hold Caps 
● Hold a 
● Hold n 
● Hold l 

 
The next set of results come from 

testing on the entire dataset. Below are the 
ROC, DET, and Score distributions along with 
the D-prime value and the EER value. The 
accuracy for these results, were very low, 
strangely low, for integrity they were 5.6% to 

7%. With the 7% being reached with k=75 and 
the lowest coming from k=81. 

 
Figure 1. The DET curve with the EER value. 

 
Figure 2. The ROC curve with the D-Prime 

value 

 
 



Figure 3. The Score distribution between 
genuine and imposter scores 

There is one last set of results to make 
note of. How the script performs when using 
the entirety of the dataset and every feature. 
As mentioned before, with k=81 we got 5.6% 
accuracy for KNN, but using all the features 
with k=81 we got 1.9% to 2%. That shows a 
significant drop relative to the performance 
with feature selection. This points to KNN 
itself being the likely culprit for failure.  
 
 
VI. Conclusion 

Our approach to feature selection 
yielded fairly high results when used on small 
samples. Even though our results were, far 
from ideal when it came to testing on the 
entire dataset, we determined the major 
problem existed in the speed of performing all 
the necessary calculation. Our approach of 
using k Nearest Neighbor, seemed to be the 
issue, as our k value was not ideal for our 
dataset. We were unable to determine a good 
k value as the runtime of our entire code 
exceeded thirty minutes, and hence multiple 
tests on sample datasets were not feasible. 
We determined some sort of tree approach 
like the random forest would have been better 
for future works. This would ensure us to 
achieve our goal of achieving a system, which 
would seamlessly implement the touch 
gesture as a feasible mode of biometric 
authentication. 
 
VII. Sources  
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Password Strength and Keystroke Dynamics of Mobile Devices

Introduction
Security is something that is important to everyone. A lot of people struggle to 

determine what is a good password to have for their devices. With the data that provided to 
us, we looked at three variations of increasing difficulty passwords (easy: kicsikutyatarka, 
logical strong: Kktsf2!2014, strong: .tie5Roan). The data gave us multiple keystroke 
information, the ones that we look at were Down Time the time of a key press, Uptime, the 
time of a key release and Pressure the measurement of the finger pressure on the screen. 
With all of this information that was given, we wanted to see if adding capital letters, numbers 
and punctuation to the password would make the user hesitate, or add more pressure while 
typing the password.

Background
Traditionally, the primary methods for securing our mobile devices have been 

knowledge-based authentication, such as PINs or passwords. Due to security vulnerabilities 

associated with knowledge-based authentication, research in biometric authentications 

methods has proven a viable and more secure authentication method in our mobile devices. 

The two types of biometric authentication techniques are physiological and behavior. 

Physiological measures user features such as fingerprints, facial recognition, and iris 

recognition. Behavior measures things like gait patterns, keystroke dynamics, voice 

recognition, and signature recognition.

    Some of our initial thoughts for our research topic were derived from articles and surveys 

like [1], [2]. The survey [2], looks more directly at the relatively new behavioral authentication 

technique of keystroke dynamics on modern touchscreen mobile devices. Intrigued, we 

decided to dig deeper into the potential for this authentication method. S. Karatzouni and N. 

Clarke explain, “keystroke analysis combines features that can offer a cost-effective, non-

intrusive and continuous authentication solution for mobile devices” [3]. In this article, they 

attempt to verify an individual’s identity by looking at their typing patterns. The two patterns 

they observed were inter-keystroke latency and hold-time. Inter-keystroke latency is the 

interval between two successive keystrokes. Hold-time is the interval between the pressing 

and releasing of a single key. The use of keystroke authentication that really looked 

interesting was found in the idea of Password Hardening [4]. In this article, the proposal was 

to strengthen the traditional knowledge-based authentication method by introducing the 

advantages of keystroke dynamics into the mix. A hardened password is a password that 



must match passcode value in addition to the typing patterns (i.e. latency between 

keystrokes, and duration of keystrokes). This method also includes the users typing pattern 

automatically adapt to the user over time making for a more secure password scheme.

In our research, we wanted to determine if the difficulty level of the user's password has a 

direct effect on the keystroke dynamics and habits.

Method

The Modality that we choose to work with was keystroke, we look at three specific area

of the data, Down Time the time of a key press, Uptime, the time of a key release and 

Pressure the measurement of the finger pressure on the screen. We wanted to see if making 

a password more difficult to type by adding capital letters, numbers and punctuation would 

make the user change any of their patterns compared to the other set of passwords. Our 

approach to the problem was quite simple we calculated the average of Uptime, Downtime, 

and pressure for each user and for the overall for each password and looked if there was a 

difference between all of the given passwords. Since we are looking at only three features for 

this project, we decided to do feature selection to see if any of the data would stand out 

enough to consider. The feature selection that we ran was to remove any features that were 

above a certain threshold, but once we ran the code the feature selection was unsuccessful to

remove any other features, the reason why the mean-variance that we achieved was such a 

high number that nothing from the data excited that number.

Result

Looking at the data without any calculation we believed that as the user typed the more

complex passwords, that the user would have hesitated, and applied more pressure for each 

keystroke the user did. 

Figure 1: Overall average



Once we ran the calculations it was the complete opposite as shown in figure 1 that shows 

the overall average for pressure, up-time, and downtime for each of the passwords, we can 

observe that for the password that is considered easy the averages are relatively high, from 

easy to logical strong we notice that pressure goes up by .5, uptime and downtime get reduce

by 45%, from logical strong to strong we notice that up-time and downtime is decreased 

slightly, but pressure goes down substantially. We also calculated the delay of the user 

between key press for each of the passwords to see if the difference in time between all of the

passwords for each user, shown in figure 3.

Figure 2: Averages of 10 different users

These outcomes were not what we expected, we looked deeper at individual averages and 

saw the same pattern shown in figure 2 . From what we can see we notice the same pattern 

that we got from the overall average, from this we are able to conclude that when this 

experiment was conducted, the users were told to type the first password multiple times and 

then the second and finally the third. After gathering all of the data we can conclude that while

the users did struggle and took their time to type the easy password, once they began to type 



the logical strong and strong passwords, the users were already been accustomed to using 

the keyboard on the phone, and do not struggle or hesitate to type the other password

Figure 3: delay between presses of same password type

Summary

Understanding the importance of protecting our mobile devices and the information we 

keep in them is paramount in this ever-advancing digital world. Understanding that the most 

common level of protection people use to protect their devices is knowledge-based 

authentication (passwords, pins, or patterns) and the potential threat they pose to attacks 

seemed a cause for concern. We found an interesting article by F. Monrose et al. [4] 

suggesting the idea of password hardening, which involves combining the traditional 

knowledge-based authentication with a keystroke dynamic. This idea results in a non-intrusive

two-step authentication process where the user must input the correct password with a 

correct set of keystroke patterns. We decided to look a little deeper into this idea and 

determine if the complexity of the user's password had any effect on the keystroke patterns. 

The three features we looked at were: Down Time the time of a key press, Uptime the time of 

a key release and Pressure the measurement of the finger pressure on the screen.



The results that we received from this project were not the ones that we expected. We believe

that the reason we got the numbers shown is that, the users typed the passwords 

continuously one after another making the users accustomed to typing in the keyboard of the 

phone, and that is something that we did put into consideration while performing this project. 

Another feature that could be introduced to this project that would have added deeper insight 

between users keystroke and password difficulty would have been if the user types the 

passwords with one or two hands and see the comparison of the selected features.

Something that could have been done differently in this project would have to do with 

the data collection. If we were to reevaluate this hypothesis it may serve us better in the future

to collect our own data to better apply to our research. 
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Keystroke Dynamics for Identification 

Introduction: 
   There have been many research done on keystroke dynamics biometrics on 

cellular devices. Ever since the introduction of cell phones, there have been studies 
conducted in user authentication for higher security in both conventional and non-
conventional mobiles phones. During one of these thefts, data stored on the phone 
could contain sensitive information of the user for further misuse. To combat this to an 
extent, knowledge-based authentications were introduced such as passwords. But they 
can still be susceptible to attacks from an imposter. 

   Because these threats are still prominent with knowledge-based authentication, 
we must consider the use of biometric authentication. Biometric authentication is an 
approach used to identify a person’s identity using his or her behavioral or physiological 
traits. Behavioral traits considered during a biometric identification includes signatures, 
gait or keystroke dynamics. Keystroke dynamics refers to the automated method of 
identifying or confirming an individual based on the rhythm of typing on a keyboard 
(Keystroke Dynamics, n.d.). When it comes to biometric user authentication, there must 
be a fair balance between usability and security.  

The objective of this reports is to present a background on keystroke dynamics 
by reviewing published works that uses keystroke authentication on both conventional 
and non-conventional mobile devices. Go through our approach to user based biometric 
authentication. Present the results of our experiments. The final section will be a 
discussion of our findings and results. 

Background: 
   Touch/Keystroke dynamics biometrics refers to the process of measuring and 

assessing human touch rhythm on touchscreen mobile devices, a form of digital signals 
generated by the interaction of humans and these devices (Teh, Zhang, Teoh, Chen, 
2016). These digital signals that are being read will be used for classifying a genuine 
user form an imposter when one is trying to access the device. Keystroke recognition is 
not limited to conventional devices, meaning mobile devices that involve touch screen, 
but to non-conventional devices such as flip phones, keyboards, etc. as well. Using 
keystroke dynamics is not a state of the art form of authentication. But since most 
mobile devices released during present day tend to be conventional, our project also 
focuses on datasets that originate from touch screen mobile phones.  

   A survey on touch dynamics done by Teh et el. (2016) summarizes the 
usefulness and user-friendly requirements of a keystroke dynamics and its attached 
challenges. When it comes to the authentication processes, a high authentication 
frequency lowers the usability of the user. This means that a system can’t be too secure 
and have many security bypass process as a user will probably not have the time nor 
patient to go through them every time they access their devices. Combining both 
knowledge based, and biometric authentication will provide a good balance of security 
and usability. Touch dynamics can generate multidimensional features such as timing, 
and motion features that can be hard to replicate forming distinctiveness. A combination 
of passcodes and touch dynamics will increase the security. Keystroke is less sensitive 



to environmental factors making it ideal for mobile devices. When comparing to other 
biometric authentication methods, touch dynamics is far more cost effective due to the 
mobile devices already having inbuilt hardware. But touch/keystroke dynamics comes 
with its fair share of challenges. 
         Because the capabilities of a mobile device are lower than a computer, algorithm 
and communication cost must be minimal. So, there is no room for any complex 
algorithms. Some of the specialized in-built hardware used for touch dynamics have a 
direct impact on costing the battery life of the device. When working with touch 
dynamics, the accuracy performance is relatively low compared to other biometric 
methods. Data extraction can vary between the user’s use of the device at different 
times and external factors such as mood or injuries can affect it. Similarly, the user’s 
touch patterns can gradually change as the user gets familiar with the input process, so 
an authentication system should be able to adapt to the change of the user’s pattern. 
 

Method: 
         Our primary objective of our project is to implement a keystroke authentication 
method and discuss the results of our findings. The dataset that we used to identify 
genuine users and imposters comes from the Sapientia University. This dataset is 
public and is available for download on the university’s website. As mentioned before, 
the dataset consists of keystroke dynamics that was collected on the Nexus 7, a touch 
screen mobile. The dataset contains 2856 records, 51 records per subject which there 
are 56 of them. During the data collection process, the subject was asked to type the 
string ‘.tie5Roan1’ as their keystroke information was collected. Each measured 
attribute includes Hold (H), Up-Down (UD), Down-Down (DD), Pressure (P), Finger-
Area (A), Averages of Hold (AH), Pressure (AP) and Finger Area (AFA). There are 71 
features, 41 for timing feature and 10 for touch screen features because each feature 
has a set of feature elements that correspond to the typed character. 
 The main method that our group implemented for this project was calculating the 
minimum Euclidean distance from a query to a template. The outline for the project is as 
follows: Read all data files into the project and partition the data into training and test 
data (we chose 46 of the 51 samples for training and tested on 5). We calculated 
different weights for each feature based on the variance throughout a feature. The 
variance of each feature column was calculated for each user. If a feature has very low 
variance, then it is not a good metric for identification. The higher the variance, the 
better the feature would be for identification. We defined an inverse relationship where 
Weight = k + c / var. K and c were constants that we adjusted as an independent 
variable to observe how the different weighting would affect our results. Essentially, the 
more something weighed, the more important that feature was for identification. Each 
specific Subject had a set of weights that was unique to them, with the strongest 
features for identifying them having the heaviest weights.  
 After establishing the weights, we then went through the process of calculating 
the Euclidean distance by comparing each Subject to every other Subject. This was 
done by computing the sum of the distances from each template feature to each query 
feature. The weights were applied by multiplying both of these values by the weight 
before computing the difference. As each Subject has a unique weight set, the distance 
from the query and imposter templates should be exaggerated and greater. In theory, 
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the lowest distance should be the genuine attempt, with all imposter attempts greater 
than it.  
 The secondary method we implemented was by using feature selection. After we 
established our weights, we ran a function to calculate the top 10 weights from the 
weights array that we stored the values to. Since each weight and its indices indicate 
what feature they belong to, we can use the top 10 weights to trim our dataset down to 
top 10 features. So, our new feature selected data set will consist of 56 subjects, 51 
records and 10 features. Once we collect our new data, we can use Euclidean distance 
to find the genuine and imposter score distribution. 
 

Results: 
(I) Euclidean Distance 

 For clarity, included in the graphs will be a generated graph of fabricated data 
that is characteristic of our imposter and genuine data. That is, the data will have the 
same mean and standard deviation but will be generated on a histogram with the same 
number of samples, so it is graphically easier to read.  
 

1. Weight function: Weight = 2 + 10 / Variance (Best Function) 
D-prime: 1.18     EER: 23.7% 

 
      2) Weight function: Weight = 1 / Variance 

 D-prime: 0.55    EER: 40% 

 

 
      3) Weight function: Weight = 100 + 1 / Variance 

 D-prime: 0.35    EER: 39% 

 



        
 

 
     4) Weight function: Weight = 50 + 30 / Variance 

 D-Prime: 0.50     EER: 31% 

 

 

 
 

After seeing many different score distributions, it is obvious why we chose to fabricate 
characteristic results. After much trial and error, it was decided that the first function 
listed was the best for selecting weights. 
 

(II) Feature Selection:  
 We ran feature selection on seven different sets of data. The first 6 were just the 
56 subjects divided by 10, while the other consisted of all 56 of the subjects. The 
purpose of this little experiment was to find a specific reason for our results when 
training and testing with the 56 subjects. To compare the data from a small set to a 
large one. The D-prime values for the different datasets are: 1-10: 0.85; 11-20: 0.74; 21-
30: 0.31; 31-40: 0.96; 40-50: 0.77; 50-56: 1.16; 1-56: 0.86. The data sets from 50-56 
produced the best d-prime score compared to the others. So, this could mean that there 
are outliers in datasets from 1 to 49 that are bringing each d-prime value down. See 
below for a graphical comparison between datasets 50-56 and from 1-50: 
 

1) 1 to 56 subjects with feature selection results:  

 
2) 50 to 56 subjects with feature selection results: 



 
Based on results we learned that making the training data will always make the 

testing run more accurate. For our experiments we split our datasets by 46 for training 
and the remaining for testing. We tried changing the dividing number to 20 or 15 and we 
got varying results that was of course lower than our 46 splits. Another important feature 
that we should not look past are the weights. Weights are used for noise reduction, that 
will help our training data when it comes to keystroke features. Data enhancement 
maybe needed for other biometrics but think that noise reduction is very useful for 
keystroke features. 
 

Discussion:  
 Keystroke dynamics is a flawed but effective concept. As the demand for 
smartphones continue to increase the demand for better security will as well. Keystroke 
dynamics has great value when considering cost-efficiency and a higher security. But it 
also comes with its challenges. One of the challenges stated by Teh et el. (2016), was 
the usage pattern of the user will change gradually. We ran into this concept when we 
were working with our dataset. The Sapientia University dataset records a user typing in 
a password for 51 continuous days. So, the input pattern for the password will gradually 
differ from the initial pattern skewing our results. This could be one of the possible 
explanation to our results.  
 One big take away we got from working on this project was how important it is to 
train on a big data. During our initial testing process, we were splitting the training data 
and the testing data evenly. This makes it difficult for the program to distinguish 
between a genuine and an imposter when there is an outlier in the dataset. This outlier 
maybe someone who might’ve injured their fingers before typing in the password. The 
recording of the inputs might’ve varied drastically from all the other recording. So, when 
taking this outlier into account during our training process will skew the score 
distribution when it comes to the testing. This was prevalent when we were splitting the 
training and testing data evenly. However, we can account for this by have more data to 
train on. So, if the classifier does eventually run into another outlier during the testing 
phase, it will ignore it completely. 
 For our experiments we worked with noise reduction, feature selection and 
weight changes. But one technique that we would like to implement in the future would 
be Naïve Bayes classification. Maybe our results would’ve been completely different or 
the same if we would’ve used machine learning. Using Euclidean distance is an 
effective way of classification, but our best d-prime value was 1.18 when we changed 
the weight calculation. We did have a low EER in all our experiments, but we felt as if 
machine learning would’ve fared better than using distance classification. Especially 



techniques such as random forest learning when working with large dataset. For any 
future work with keystroke dynamics we would like to experiment on the machine 
learning end. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a novel approach to gait recognition using data enhancement, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), independent match threshold based on standard 
deviation, and variable training and validation datasets which attempts to provide further 
insight into how these variables impact the performance of the gait recognition system . 

Introduction 
Gait recognition is the systematic analysis of a person’s walking style through the 

use of video recording, floor sensors, and wearable sensors. It can be used in a wide 
variety of applications. For example, in medical diagnostics, pathological gait can be 
responsible for the causation of a symptom in conditions such as cerebral palsy and 
strokes.[1] The study of gait allows diagnoses and intervention strategies to be made, 
as well as permitting future developments in rehabilitation engineering. Gait can also be 
used in professional sports training to optimize and improve athletic performance. It 
also has chiropractic and osteopathic utilizations in terms of detecting misaligned 
pelvises and sacrums.[1] Once this is detected, doctors can better discern the listing of 
a pelvis and accurately restore a full range of motion to areas involved in ambulatory 
movement. Gait is also used in comparative biometrics by studying the gaits of non-
human animals, yielding more insight about the mechanics of locomotion.[1] This 
information can be applied to better understand the biology of the species in question, 
as well as locomotion more broadly. 

Gait recognition is important because it can reveal underlying information that is 
commonly overlooked by most people. A person’s ability to walk is the most basic 
method of transportation, however the inability to walk can have drastic changes on a 
person’s life. Many people can move with abnormal gait patterns for years without any 
symptoms, however when an injury is experienced and that gait is altered, more serious 
health issues can occur. These can include musculoskeletal problems from altering 
movements to compensate for pain or discomfort, cardiovascular health issues due to 
inactivity, and mental health issues from depression and loss of independence.[2] This 
is why the study of gait recognition is so important, as it identifies an individual’s unique 
movements, determines normal gait patterns, diagnoses issues causing pain, and 
implements and evaluates treatments to correct abnormalities. 

We will discuss our experiment design and findings regarding data collected from 
“Personalization and user verification in wearable system using biometric walking 
patterns” [Casale, Pujol, and Radeva]. Our design description will include our usage of 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in order to enhance the obtained data, followed by 
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the incorporation of weighted moving average in order to reduce noise and enhance gait 
cycle data. We will also go over the layout of our algorithm step-by-step, and the results 
we gathered from testing several training data sets against generated validation sets in 
order to identify whether or not a particular user is known to the system. Furthermore, 
we will show the impact that changing the margin of error rate has over time when 
matching different users training data to validation sets. 

Background 
In a study of biometric recognition by gait, it was discovered that there are seven 

stages of a gait cycle: loading response, mid-stance, terminal stance, pre-swing, initial 
swing, mid-swing, and terminal swing.[3] Gait was also found to be measured via 
Ground Reaction Forces between the pressure and angle of the foot contacting the 
ground and rising. Audio was determined as an aspect that can measure gait by 
recording the sound of footsteps in order to extract mel-frequency, cadence, and power-
spectral.[3] It was discovered that a challenge of using gait as a biometric mobile device 
was that the device’s orientation can shift while in motion or be carried in a different 
area on a person, which has an impact on the results obtained. Also, deep learning can 
be a useful tool for gait recognition, as it can extract features from multiple modalities 
instead of having to manually select them. 

Another study was conducted for identifying users of portable devices from gait 
pattern accelerometers. The experiment involved a user wearing a portable device on 
their belt, which measured accelerometer signals that were gathered on a laptop. The 
user walked 20 meters at three different paces: normal, fast, and slow. This process 
was redone after five days to get a second data set, which was compared against the 
first set for genuine and imposter values. The main objective was to determine the 
effects of analyzing walking speed in a biometric device that can accept or reject a valid 
user in a system. It was discovered that gait biometrics should not be the sole user 
authentication method for portable devices, but rather as a complementary method for 
existing ones.[4] Also, changes in the speed of a person’s walk, type of shoes worn, 
type of ground walked on, degree of sobriety, injuries, positioning and placement of the 
accelerometer device on the person has a major impact on the variation of collected 
data. 

Method 
Our approach to the problem includes many techniques we learned throughout 

the course, including: varying training sample size, data enhancement via weighted 
moving average, Principal Component Analysis(PCA), and iterating with different 
threshold values to determine the ideal threshold value for the system. 

Our independent variables were training sample size and the threshold for a 
match. We initially started with a training sample size of 2 cycles per user, and 2 
validation sets. We then increased these values up to 16 training sample cycles per 
user, and 4 validation samples per user. The combination of these numbers were 
limited due to one user only have 20 detected cycles.  

Our experimental design can be broken down into two main steps. First, we detect 
cycles from the gathered data and split them into X training data sets (one for 
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each cycle), and Y validation sets. (Values X and Y were varied to measure the impact 
it had on the test results) Then, we store these sets in a retrievable way for later when 
we check whether each validation set is correctly or incorrectly matched to each user. 
The first step involves generating the templates for each user and storing them for 
matching and decision in later use. Data extraction and feature enhancement is 
performed for each training data set, and the modified versions will be saved. The 
second step involves validating the system, in which feature extraction and data 
enhancement is performed on each validation set. This process follows the identification 
method as a particular user’s data will be checked against every set to see if it does not 
match. Matching and decision-making will be used for comparison to the training data 
and determining match success rate. Score distribution plots are generated, and the 
margin of error is changed for each validation set. We used gait as our biometric 
modality. Gait is considered a behavioral modality because it changes over time. 

Feature selection was used in both of the main steps. When the templates were 
generated in the first step, PCA was performed on each of the training data sets. When 
the system was being validated in the second step, the PCA feature was used and dot 
product was performed on each of the validation sets. A matcher was used in the 
second step to compare each validation set’s features to each training data set. A 
variable threshold was used for decision making which initially started at five percent to 
return if there are successful matches, else change in value and try matching again. 

Results 
Cycle detection seems to work well, however when testing the system as a 

whole, we had a low match rate with the validation data set. Conversely, for the training 
data set, we observed an approximately 70% match rate for configurations. An 
unexpected set of results, was the number of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
components retained had little to no impact on the accuracy of the matching or Equal 
Error Rate (EER).  

Overall there was an increase in accuracy as amount of training data increased. 
However the EER fluctuated with no apparent pattern in relation to increasing validation 
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success. The effects of specific variables on the total result are somewhat obfuscated 
due to PCA’s function in reducing this data into sub data. Finally, increasing the 
standard deviation seemed to improve EER in some cases, but not other experiment 
configurations. 

Charts 
Experiments 1 and 2 and their related charts below shows that while the data 

changed slightly from 1 PCA component kept to 2 PCA components kept, all other 
variables stayed constant. This had very little impact on the ERR of the system. 

Experiment 1: 1 PCA components kept, 10 Training Data Samples, 10 Validation 
Samples, 1 Threshold Multiplier 

Experiment 2 : 2 PCA components kept, 10 Training Data Samples, 10 Validation 
Samples, 1 Threshold Multiplier 
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In Experiment 3, below, we see that increasing the threshold multiplier decreases the 
EER of the system. Compare these results to the experiments above, as the all other 
variables are the same. 

Experiment 3:  1 PCA components kept, 10 Training Data Samples, 10 Validation 
Samples, 5 Threshold Multiplier 
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Summary 
Gait is a unique and highly personalized aspect of an individual’s biometric data 

that can be implemented in a variety of ways. Aside from allowing access to mobile 
devices and secure areas, gait recognition can be used in medical diagnostics to detect 
physical and mental changes, as well as in biological practices to distinguish locomotive 
characteristics from different species and develop biomechanic technology. Studies 
have shown that detecting a person’s gait cycle to be used as a biometric modality 
requires several methods of enhancing data gathered from experiments, since a 
number of factors can contribute noise and inaccuracies that negatively affect it. 
Principal Component Analysis and Weighted Moving Average were two methods that 
we found have caused fluctuations in the results. However, despite changes in 
techniques, there were not many substantive increases in accuracy. Fluctuations at 
times showed better EERs or increased accuracy. Despite this, they leveled off and did 
not offer much increase in overall success. 

In our experiment we learned that increasing the acceptance threshold, which 
was the standard deviation in this case, led to a decrease in the Equal Error Rate. This 
alteration however, did not improve the matching percentage. This relationship wasn’t 
always true, for some experiments, the EER did not improve with increased threshold. 
Furthermore, we learned that the number of PCA components kept had little impact on 
the EER of the system. Similar to prior studies, we have discovered that there exists 
underlying data characteristics that can create limitations while designing a particular 
biometric system, which is why it is recommended to test more than one biometric in a 
system to ensure more accurate data retrieval and generate more personalized user 
templates. 

A few factors to consider in the failures of this experiment might include use of 
PCA and the technical implementation. Further review of the implementation may reveal 
inherent flaws such as methodology in verifying a query. Specifically, around the 
matcher functionality. Additionally, testing one verification data sample against all users 
may inherently create biases in success statistics. 
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User Device Interaction Verification Survey (UDIVS)

Abstract— Within the last decade bio-metric authorization
and verification systems have become increasingly popular
on mobile devices. Verification systems such as fingerprint
scanning, face-detection, and in some cases retinal and iris
scanners are becoming more feasible on everyday computing
devices. However, these systems are still not as popular as
memory based pin passwords, and are prone to repeated spoof
attacks. If a wolf is capable of verifying themselves once with
these methods there is a good chance the wolf can get into the
system again. The only exception to this is the memory based
passwords which can be rest. But these pins and passwords
can easily be exhausted out by most dictionaries. Due to these
shortcomings there is a need for a system that does not easily
allow re-entry to a wolf if they crack the system, while at
the same time be comfortable enough by everyday user’s to
be adopted and preferred over the traditional based pin and
passwords. Our solution to this is a User Device Interaction
Survey (UDIVS) that asks questions to the user about their
recent activities to verify them as a genuine user of the
system, or deny them entry if they are an imposter. Extracting
data from the user and asking security questions about daily
activities maybe a more effective way to abate spoofing attacks,
while also being user-friendly and low costing. Utilizing data
that we collected from user device interactions and developing
a score level fusion we found. From our research we have found
that such a system is feasible. We were able to develop a system
that offers a d-prime value of 0.97 and a Equal Error Rate
of 0.3. Although, these numbers are not astonishing there are
many reasons to believe that these numbers can be improved
immensely if provisions are met, and at worst case the system
can be utilized in conjunction with another modality such as
key stroke and gate analysis which at the moment does not
have a useful and popularized implementation.

I. BACKGROUND

Separate studies have been conducted to explore different
methods that strengthen knowledge-based logins on mobile
devices. They also discuss areas of multimodal systems that
are commonly researched and developed.

Grant Ho explores more features than previously imple-
mented in the case of mobile devices and is the first one
to apply them to short 4-digit pin codes[1]. Key features
include: the duration of each key tap, the latency of each
key tap, the size of each key tap, and accelerometer readings
over the course of logins. Hos reasons that the accelerometer
could give insight into the phones orientation in the hands
of legitimate users during logins. His experiment yielded
remarkable results with a FAR of 5.6% and an FRR of
7.6%. Even if an imposter guesses the PIN correctly, their
keystrokes would ultimately trigger a rejection by the system.
Although the paper considered attackers who are able to
guess easy, typical PINs, it did not discuss problems with
attackers who have stolen the PINs and given the opportunity
to mimic keystroke behaviors.

Zhen et al tested the feasibility of tapping behaviors on
password verification[2]. The researchers extracted acceler-
ation, pressure, size, and time data from tap inputs. Using
taping dynamics in conjunction with pass-codes resulted in
accuracies with equal error rates down to 3.65%. However,
user behavior changes, such as a broken thumb, could render
their system infeasible requiring a reset of the system. Pass-
code changes due to security reason will ultimately reset the
dataset for machine learning algorithm.

Yu et al proposed an interesting alternative to traditional
password[3]. The researchers developed a mobile 3D authen-
tication system where users draw lines to cubes using a leap
motion device in virtual space. Each cube is presented in
virtual space. The sequence of lines drawn is recorded and
fed into an algorithm that produces a unique password. In its
current state, this method appears awkward and impractical
in a normal setting as it requires a separate apparatus in a
controlled environment.

However, users are not familiar with these techniques, and
it is unclear whether general users will become habituated
with these modalities. This is why we came up with our
system. We believe that it is safe to assume that most users
will feel comfortable answering multiple choice questions.
Also, (UDIVS) utilizes a sliding window approach. This
allows old data to be removed from the system as new
data comes in, which means that the space complexity of
the system as time increases remains constant, this means
that it is entirely feasible to keep all the data on the device
locally without compromising a user’s privacy. It is also
worth mentioning that a perfect system does not exist. Any
software or hardware security system is capable of being
circumvented.

II. INTRODUCTION

One of the largest concerns in bio-metric verification
is generating a high performance, reliable, and low cost
verification system, which we hope to satisfy with (UDIVS).
Knowledge-based recognition is still widely used for typical
logins, but it is ultimately plagued by shoulder surfing,
smudge attacks, and other spoof methods. There is a need
for a system that is both adaptable and flexible for the
everyday portable device users that reduces the risk of using
the same verification method over and over again. UDIVS
utilizes a score level fusion for matching genuine users to
their device/s, if the score satisfies a predefined threshold
the user can be verified as a genuine. The final score is
generated from the scores accredited from a set of questions.
A question may or may not have multiple answers and will
change after each login attempt. Questions could be asked



about the sequence of geo-locations a user may have visited.
Weather or not they walked or drove to a geo-location. which
apps they used and when. What networks they were logged
into, what blue tooth devices they used recently ect.

III. INTRODUCTION TO SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND
MEASURING QUESTION EFFECTIVENESS

A. Question Generation

In our system we collected data from the day to day
device interactions of two users. These users were able to
generate over 4,000 combined data samples. These samples
tracked Geo-location and phone activities. From this data we
generated six different questions:

• Question 1: ”Which app did you use most recently?”
• Question 2: ”What place were you at most recently?”
• Question 3: ”Which place were you at around[insert

time]”
• Question 4: ”Which of these places did you go to

yesterday?”
• Question 5: ”How long were you on this app [insert

app]?”
• Question 6: ”Which of these apps did you use most

frequently so far today?”
The user then must select the correct answer(s) from a
multiple choice list. The option list must not have a repeated
correct answers. From these questions, we asked the gen-
uine and imposter users 3 questions per a log-in attempt
and collected data on the amount, of the three questions,
they were able to answer correctly. The questions were
not repeated and were drawn randomly from the list. We
collected data on 73 genuine user attempts, and 146 imposter
attempts. It is important to note that there is no criteria
for question generation as long as there is enough data to
generate correct and incorrect answers unambiguously, and
the answers should not be easily guessed. For example, our
system does not utilize Wi-Fi or Blue-tooth device activity;
one could implement such a system as long as correct
answers and incorrect answers exist. But problems could
arise if users only utilize one Wi-Fi network or one Blue-
tooth device. In theory you could ask short answer questions,
but we decided not to do this because users want quick
access to the system and if the imposter is able to answer
this question correctly they could answer it correctly over
and over again because the correct answer does not change
with time, making the answer predictable. This, ultimately
defeats the purpose of such a system. The goal is to not allow
repeated unauthorized entry. Some of the questions we have
implemented have performance issues do to predictability
and we can demonstrate this issue in the following figures.
The red shows the total amount the genuine or imposter
incorrectly answered the question, and green shows the total
amount of times the genuine or imposter was able to answer
the question correctly.

Despite these graphs being intuitive they don’t capture the
performance of a question relative to each other. For instance,
since these graphs look at totals rather than percents they

(a) Genuine (b) Imposter

Fig. 1: ”Which app did you use most recently?”

(a) Genuine (b) Imposter

Fig. 2: ”What place were you at most recently?”

(a) Genuine (b) Imposter

Fig. 3: ”Which place were you at around [insert time]?”

(a) Genuine (b) Imposter

Fig. 4: ”Which of these places did you go to yesterday?”

(a) Genuine (b) Imposter

Fig. 5: ”About how long did you use [insert app] for?”



(a) Genuine (b) Imposter

Fig. 6: ”Which of these apps did you use most frequently so
far today?”

can be misleading since there is a disproportional amount
of genuine and imposter users. By considering incorrect and
correct answers as binaries, we developed a simple way to
describe question accuracy in following equation:

Question Accuracy =

((Gcorrect + Iincorrect)− (Gincorrect + Icorrect))/QAmount

contents
Where G is the genuine user, I is the imposter, and Q is the

question. All relative to the specific question that accuracy is
being calculated for. A chart that describes the performance
of all six questions we collected data on can be seen in Figure
7.

Fig. 7: Chart of Question Accuracy

With this we are able to see that Question 4 performed
poorly compared to its contemporaries. This makes sense
when looking at Figure 4. It is easy to see that The imposter
was able to answer this question just as often at the genuine
user. Which leads us to another important distinction. Despite
the Question Accuracy being low, this question is not neces-
sarily a bad question. Through the many trials of developing
questions we came to understand that these performance
metrics are better utilized to try to understand why a question
is performing poorly and what can be done to improve its
performance rather than not asking a question at all. These
metrics are useful to see if progress is being made. Many
factors must be considered when developing a question and
understanding why a question is under performing such as:

• The correct answer are predictable
• The user for this particular device is habituated.

• Data mining on the users device activities and geo-
location.

• Ambiguity of the question.
1) The correct Answers are Predictable: In our case,
often times the correct answer of ”Home” would appear
for Question 4. This is an easy target for someone trying
to break into the system. This is a result of a bug in our
program and our thought process of trying to develop
questions. In a multiple choice system, we elected to not
have more than one correct answer due to the fact that
adding this feature would be too time consuming for the
nature of this project. Since a question needs to have
multiple incorrect answers, there may not be enough
data on the user to ask this question properly. In the
case of Question 4 ”Which of these places did you go
to yesterday?”, if one of the options is home, then it is
obvious to both the genuine and imposter that home
is the correct answer. But the system generated this
question in the correct way. Maybe the user never left
home yesterday, or maybe the user visited five different
locations with home being one of them and there was
not enough data to generate the incorrect answers on
the other locations, since we can’t have more than one
correct answer, it was more logical for the system to
generate home as a correct answer than making it an
incorrect answer for another location.
2) The user for this particular device is habituated:
In this case it is not a matter of the question being a
bad question. The question is bad for this particular user
which is an important distinction. In the case of question
4. The user may visit the same places everyday. This
allows a imposter to easily guess the question correctly
if they personally know the person. In this case, it is
better for the system to not ask this question until the
habit breaks.
3) Data Mining User: In the digital world we live
in today, it can be easy to break a system such as
this with data mining tactics. Since a sliding window
approach is used it would not be costly at all for a
data mining predator to spoof the system. Some of the
issues with this also has to do with the user utilizing a
significant amount of social media apps where it is easy
for attackers to collect data on geo-location and device
activities that link to a social media account.
4) Ambiguity Of The Question: Sometimes the question
is poorly phrased and confuses the user. In the case of
Question 2. ”What place were you at most recently?”,
we should have specified the place before your cur-
rent location. This question embarrassingly confused
us despite being the developers of the system, which
ultimately hindered it’s performance.

B. Improving Questions

Although we did not get a chance to implement these
solutions, it is worth mentioning some strategies that
could be utilized. Some of the ideas that we thought of
are:



– Meta Questions: Collecting data about previously
asked questions and asking the user about them to
verify them, which is something that cannot be data
mined.

– Machine Learning: To ask ”smart questions” so that
habitual users are not compromised

– Multi-Modal: ”Simon Says”
In the next section we will analyze the over all per-
formance of the system as a whole and how the above
ideas can boost performance of individual questions as
well as the overall system.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A Detection Error Tradeoff (DET), Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC), and score distribution is useful to
analyze the performance of the UDIVs. In our evaluation,
there are two underlying values to describe the accuracy of
genuine and imposter detection.

• D-prime (D): quantifies the separation between genuine
and imposter score distributions. A higher number is
better.

• Equal Error Rate (EER): the point at which the False
Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR) are
equal. (Lower is better)

In the following, we present the efficacy on a naive hybrid
verification system, the highlighted performance from our
pool of questions, and ways to improve the performance of
UDIVs.

Fig. 8: Score Distribution Curve with D’

A. Verification Accuracy

Figure 9 and 10 both have an EER of 0.31. which means
the overall UDIVs is more likely to reject an imposter
than a genuine user with a roughly 60% accuracy. The
score distribution x-axis is actually index from 0 to 3 to
represent the total questions answered correctly from each
survey attempt; anything outside of this range is white spaced
for visual clarity. Observing the score distribution of the
imposter and genuine attempts, we notice that imposters are
very likely to answer less than 2 questions correctly while
genuine users tend to answer 2 or more questions accurately.

Fig. 9: Detection Error Tradeoff (DET)with EER

Fig. 10: Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)

The D-prime is .97(Fig. 8) suggesting there is a slightly low
distinction between imposter and genuine attempts.

Based on these scores, we can make several conclusions.
Imposters are almost unable to answer 3 questions correctly,
but typically answered below the threshold 60% of the time
while Genuine users passed the threshold 60% of the time.
We can confidently say that Genuine users have a good
prospect of answering questions 1, 3, and 4 correctly. Figures
1 and 6 show that Questions 1 and 6 are particularly resilient
against attackers. Additionally, observations from figure 7
acknowledges that question 1 and 6 have a high accuracy
relative to the genuine user; question 1 achieves the highest
accuracy above 80%. This suggests that questions 1 and 6
excels in performance with regards to safeguarding spoof
attacks but are intuitive enough for genuine users to answer
accurately.

With the current threshold at 2 questions, the FAR and
FRR are somewhat higher than expected. Stunningly, we
can observe a significant drop in the imposters frequency
of answering 3 questions correctly. In light of this, having a
threshold greater than 2 is desirable to dramatically reduce
the FP, however this inversely increases the FN. Users will
have difficulties answering more than 2 questions correctly.
This is actually a positive outcome because we can expect
a critical decrease in FP by increasing the threshold to
one more question. As for the genuine user performance,



there are several areas we can make adjustments to that
enhances the likelihood of correct verification discussed in
the following paragraphs.

B. Independent Variables

We have identified 2 feasible independent variables, one
of which was intentionally determined; the other stems from
analyzing the results of our experiment. For the UDIVS to
remain updated and robust against data miners, we imple-
mented a sliding window approach of a single day of raw
data. This method functions as a feature selecting the most
relevant data to answer the question. Naturally, genuine users
are more likely to recall recent data. Because of this we
expected good performance from the genuine users end. All
but question 4 performed well. This is the only question
that relies on the users location data from yesterday, and
coincidentally has the lowest genuine user accuracy. All
other questions employ a sliding window approach of the
current days data. It is possible here that the sliding window
approach may have contributed to the unexpected lower
performance of question 4.

Our second independent variable is increasing the num-
ber of questions. Previously we discussed that there is a
prominent visual decrease in successful imposter attempts
from 2 to 3 answers from figure 8. What this entails is that
increasing the threshold value from 2 to 3 will dramatically
reduce the FP. As of now, our system only asks 3 question.
We can increase the number of questions asked so that the
threshold can be increased accordingly. We theorize that
changing the number of questions can positively influence
the performance of UDIVS, but further testing is necessary
to make any conclusions. If this concludes to be true, we can
manipulate the number of questions to query based on the
security level of the mobile device. A higher question count
will be associated with heightened defenses against if there
is suspicion of an attacker, or unnatural behavior interactions
with the device have been detected.

C. Issues and Methods to Improve Performance

Certain aspects of our system can be changed to theo-
retically improve FARs and FRRs. For example, question 5
proved to be challenging for genuine users to answer, but
the reason is because there is a single correct answer for
each question. Questions 5 asks How long were you on this
app?. If the user provides an answer of 0-10 minutes when
the actual answer is 11 minutes, then the correct answer is
10-20 minutes. The user gave a reasonably honest estimate
that is relatively close to the actual answer. Instead they are
penalized. Question 6 asks Which of these apps did you
use most frequently today?. The answer is generated based
on the frequency of opening an app when it should also
account for the duration of use. The questions themselves
must be tweaked to accommodate human-like estimates and
rationale to improve correctness. To remedy this, we can
implement a weighted score averaging where each answer
is given a weight based on relevancy. A higher weight is
associated with the most accurate answer. Find the average

score and test it against the threshold (which can take the
form of decimal/fraction numbers).

The dataset used came from a third-party android appli-
cation, SmarterTime[5]. This means we do not have full
control of the data collection process. For example, the
dataset contains a duration of each application used. The
duration only pertains to the length of on-screen activity. If
the genuine user were to use a music media player, such as
Spotify, then normally the user would turn off the screen
of their device when listening to music or an eBook. If
the user is queried with question 5, they would assume the
length of music played on Spotify is 40 minutes, but the
actual data recorded only 7 minutes for the time it took
the user to search for a playlist. Having uncontrolled data
collection causes some ambiguity in the answering process
of certain questions, but it is not necessarily a disadvantage.
The specificity of answers can be utilized to generate more
contextualized questions. For example, we can add a question
such as What was the last app you opened at [insert location]
instead of What was the last app you used. The user will
clearly understand the questions premise is the last opened
application.

Different Imposters have different probabilities of by-
passing UDIVS. Without having 100% controlled imposter
subjects, our results are impartially influenced. One subject
is sure to know a decent trend of the genuine subjects
whereabouts. The genuine subjects are also uncontrolled. We
observed a noticeable increase in the FAR when the subjects
remained sedentary in the same location everyday within the
time-span of the experiment. Figure 3 and Figure 4 primarily
deals with location data, and here we see imposters with the
highest False Positive scores (green) out of all 6 questions
attempted. The effectiveness in deterring imposters is highly
dependent on the genuine users variability and unpredictable
habits along. The relationship between the genuine user
and imposter subjects can influence the effectiveness of
UDIVS. This factor cannot easily be controlled. Instead, we
can categorize the effectiveness based on a Threat Level
Model that classifies four levels of knowledge the intruder
is expected to possess about the genuine user.

D. Meta Questions

With a dynamic question system, it will be difficult for
attackers to break into the UDIVS system unless they have
some prior knowledge of the genuine user. We must consider
the possibility that some attackers rely on data mining to
collect a users data on certain popular apps such as Facebook
and Twitter. These attackers pose a great threat if they
can utilize stolen data to effectively guess the correctly.
To contest their efforts, we can introduce a concept of
Meta Questions that adds a layer of complications to the
attacker. For instance, an attacker can data mine the users
geo-location, and other activities linked to social media.
When attempting to infiltrate the UDIVS, they are prompted
with a question that asks, What was the last question you
answered?, therefore the attackers mined data is rendered
useless on this type of question. Theoretically, the amount



of entropy has theoretically increased since the data miner
would need access to the UDIVS program, further making
this system more exhausting to spoof.

E. Machine Learning

Sometimes, UDIVS may generate questions that are un-
intuitive. For example, if the user develops a repetitive habit
of going to the gym then returning home, UDIVS will
likely generate home or gym as the answer to location-based
questions. These answers are too obvious since everyone
returns home at some point, and many people workout
consistently. In our case, home and C4 Lab were the most
common answer choices since the subjects spent most of
their time in these locations. Other cases like insufficient
data can interfere with quality questions. Some users may not
have experienced enough variability when they begin using
UDIVS. Machine Learning can come into play to detect
patterns of habit and omit weak answers from questions, or
even dismiss the question entirely. It may also choose smart
questions (questions with enough variance in the dataset) to
query the user based on the amount of data available, similar
to feature selection.

F. Multi-Modal

Integrating multiple biometric modalities can potentially
strengthen UDIVS verification accuracy. As demonstrated
by Grant Ho[1] and Zheng et al[2], keystroke elements like
duration, latency, size, and pressure can assist in distinguish-
ing genuine users from imposters. Other modalities can be
considered; fingerprint, iris, gait, facial, etc., where users
can be prompted in a Simon Says fashion. The UDIVS can
prompt the user for a random biometric trait to present as
part of the question set. In doing so, questions should be less
predictable to the queried user, and possibly impossible for
the average imposters. For an attacker to bypass this system,
they must obtain cross-biometric samples of the genuine
user, thereby dramatically increasing the entropy of spoofing.
Keep in mind the three methods previously mentioned are
theoretical insight into the potential expansion of UDIVS
that is expected to improve its overall performance.

V. DISCUSSIONS

Incorporating UDIVS system for mobile verification is
user friendly, high performance yielding, reliable and cost
effective. Because our system is dynamic, it keeps generating
questions based on the recent activities, negating the sus-
ceptibility of a long used passcodes/pins. The performance
remains constant throughout the lifetime of the system. There
is no way the system is ever out of date because of generality.
Improvements can come in ways of coming up with intuitive
ways to survey the genuine user. This is different from
any other methods of verification and can include other
modalities. Thus resulting in a Multi-modal system that is
robust and ultimately secured.

A. Advantages of UDIVS

Grant hos method doesnt factor in possibilities that be-
haviors can be picked up. Though it includes more features
than ever to ensure that the memorization of pass-code is not
the only obstacle, it just added another layer of protection
through keystrokes which can also eventually be broken into.
UDIVS is resilient against mimicry because of its dynamic
nature which is not something an imposter can learn.

Zhen et als method for tapping dynamics along with pass-
codes improved results, but the system comes to a halt when
theres a situation which disables the users way to tap. For any
inconvenience when the user cant provide necessary input,
like in case of a broken thumb, the system needs to be reset.
If machine learning is concerned, that would wipe the whole
progress away. While in our case, the surveys are assembled
using a sliding window approach. This eliminates the need
for storing data for longer periods of time and resetting the
system.

Ye et al devised a method which is innovative but that puts
users in awkward positions which is not something everyone
can enjoy. The method for answering questions in UDIVS is
familiar and user-friendlier.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
A. What We Accomplished and Learned

The accomplishment of our project is that we presented a
hybrid verification system which is feasible and convenient.
We faced several scenarios during the project. First being,
the system makes it difficult for genuine users to grant
imposters permission for accessing the device(s). The process
is rigorous and requires the genuine user to be present in
some shape, way or form during the verification. Moreover,
the questions context should reflect what the dataset collects.
For example, an app can be running even while the phone is
locked, so the recently used app may not precisely be the last
opened one. Similarly, it can vary depending on the locked
and unlocked states of the phone. We also learned that the
questions could be misleading to answer if the users are not
aware of the logic behind it.

B. What To Do Differently

If the time span was a bit stretched there were scopes
where we believe we could improve upon. First of all, we
would have liked our data to be modeled per our need.
In order to do that, we could develop an android app just
for data acquisition instead of relying on third party app.
Our questions are now pretty straightforward. Then again, if
we had more insightful data, we did not have to tailor our
questions and could come up with more thorough ones with
multiple right answers. This is one other area wed like to
do differently. Due to time restraints, our implementations
focused on getting the system running with one right answer
per question. But in cases, where there are multiple right
ones, weights could be given to the options to increase the
relevancy of certain ones, and the scoring fusion could reflect
that. For example, for the question which of these places did
you visit yesterday, we could include more than one places



from yesterday. The weights could indicate the priority of the
obvious ones vs the less obvious ones and make the scoring
continuous.

C. Limitations

There are few areas our system can still fall behind. But
it is important to note that, these are not downright flaws,
these are just rooms where this new concept can grow more
into eventually. If a user attempts multiple log-in attempts in
a short span of time, the same questions can keep appearing.
This will help the imposter break into the system if hes been
in close contact with the genuine user. So the time interval
between each attempts could cause risk of repetition. There
should be enough activity during each session to provide a
rich source of data for later. At this stage of our project, the
questions are static. They are being chosen from the same set
of questions for every user. There is also the discrepancy in
user habits. If the genuine user experience very little variation
in their daily activities, then imposters can spoof the systems
with more ease. In the future, machine learning could tackle
the job of handling users based on their own set of behaviors
and devise challenging situational questions.
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Final Project Report 
 

Introduction 
The objective of the project was to implement a biometric authentication system using keystroke 
inputs. As keystroke inputs are easily acquired from a user, and are continuously acquired in most 
cases, they would be well suited for continuous biometric authentication systems. Notable features of 
the system designed are feature extraction using variance threshold of input data, and score level 
fusion of two machine learning matchers: k nearest neighbors and naive bayes classification. Also, 
The number of training samples was altered to determine its effectiveness on the systems results. 

Background 
Analysis of keystroke based systems has been done extensively in the past. In the paper  “Keystroke 
dynamics authentication for mobile phones,” the authors collected keystroke data during password 
entry, and concluded that “if a strong secure authentication scheme for mobile devices is needed, it 
cannot rely exclusively on keystroke dynamics”(Maiorana et al. 25). Another paper, “Performance of a 
Long-Text-Input Keystroke Biometric Authentication System Using an Improved k-Nearest-Neighbor 
Classification Method”, noted that using k nearest neighbors algorithm offered advantages in terms of 
flexibility compared to other methods. The paper also suggested there could be further work 
attempting to improve the EER of keystroke biometric systems, particularly with regards to database 
size(Zack et al.). With this in mind, the project implements two matchers: k nearest neighbor and a 
naive bayes in an attempt to overcome some of the weakness mentioned by the first paper, with k 
nearest neighbors being usd because of its recommendation by the second. Bayes was chosen due 
to prior work involving it. It was decided to vary the training set size to investigate the proposed 
avenue of further research mentioned by the second paper. 

Method 
Our biometric system uses the keystroke modality and first acquires data from two persons: a 
genuine user and an impostor. Feature selection was then performed on these sets using a Variance 
threshold comparison method, in which any feature column with low variance was thrown out. This is 
advantageous because higher variance yields more information when used as a training sample than 
a feature with low variance in machine learning algorithms. The columns pruned from the genuine 
users dataset are also pruned from the impostors. 



 
For use in the machine learning algorithms, the data is then divided up into training sets and test sets 
for both the imposter and genuine user data, with the specific amount to be assigned to the training 
set being varied per run to see how results are affected. The range of values used for the training set 
percentage are: 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90%. These training sets are then combined and used to 
calibrate the two machine learning matchers used: k nearest neighbor and naive bayes. K nearest 
neighbor matches an input to the closest training set, while bayes uses probability to match an input 
to an output. Both matchers are trained using the training sets, then tested using the test sets to 
derive results from a genuine user and an impostor user. As multiple matchers are used score-level 
fusion is employed to combine the results, in this case the average of the two outputs is used to get 
an overall result. The overall result is then used to construct a ROC curve, DET curve, EER, a 
d-prime value, and score distribution graphs. A single genuine user is selected and compared to all 
other users provided in the dataset. This means that a single user is compared to 55 other samples. 
The results are averaged together then the ROC curve, DET curve, and score distribution charts are 
produced seen in Graphs A and Graphs B in the Results section. 

Results 

Graphs A: Comparing 1.csv all other samples then averaging the results: 
 

   



   

   

   

   



Graphs B: Comparing 2.csv all other samples then averaging the results: 

   

   

   

   



   



Figure A: 1.csv vs 55 others: d-prime and eer for 5 values of Train Percent 

 

Figure B: 2.csv vs 55 others: d-prime and eer for 5 values of Train Percent 



 

Discussion 
The most obvious conclusion from the above charts is that as the training set percent increases, the 
EER decreases. Additionally, as the training sample percent increases so does the d-prime value. 
Both of these results suggest that as the model has more samples to train with, the more accurate it 
becomes.  

Summary 
 
The objective of the project was to implement a biometric authentication system using keystroke 
inputs. This was accomplished successfully. Incorporating multiple matchers seemed to make the 
system more secure, and as more training samples were used the more accurate the systems output 
became. Clearly our biometric system returned positive results, especially when using a higher 
number of training samples. However, we must consider the results from our background section in 
which the paper “Keystroke dynamics authentication for mobile phones,” the authors concluded that 
“if a strong secure authentication scheme for mobile devices is needed, it cannot rely exclusively on 
keystroke dynamics.” This means that despite the positive results of our biometric system we must 
consider the ease of which a keystroke authentication system can be attacked. This is outlined in the 
the paper “Snoop-Forge-Replay Attacks on Continuous Verification With Keystrokes,” in which the 
authors highlight the ease of which keystrokes can be collected and replayed to trick a biometric 



system. The most concerning aspect is that the authors found that keystrokes can be collected and 
used at a future date.  
 
One way to strengthen our keystroke authentication system against replay attacks would be to 
implement a method where the words are analyzed for common spelling mistakes. If the biometric 
system could consider a user’s misspelling patterns as a measure of authentication this could prevent 
some replay attacks. Additionally, specific words and phrases could be used to better identify the 
genuine user. Alternatively, a multimodal system could be implemented where keystroke and user 
device information are considered together to further strengthen the system. 
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Gait Authentication 

Introduction 

Biometric authentication is used in many cool applications such as security 
systems and for verification in many more systems. Some of the cool applications that 
are used is mainly for identification of people using gait. Gait can also be used 
authenticate continuously on a mobile device versus only at the beginning. Data is 
collected using sensors especially wearable sensors for recording gait. 

We will compare and see how smoothed and unsmoothed data affect actual gait 
recognition and matching. In this paper we are going to mainly discuss about gait used 
as a biometric modality and the technique used in matching would be Distance Time 
Warping (DTW). The various steps that will be used in gait recognition are data 
collection, noise reduction, feature extraction and matching. 

In our project the data is already given to us,we are using different noise 
reduction techniques after which the data is sent for histogram and features extraction 
and matching. 

Background 

The paper that motivated our project was the article, “Walk the Walk: Attacking 
Gait Biometrics by Imitation”. This article mentions the study of imposters mimicking 
human gait to attack the biometric system. While attackers were able to attempt to 
mimic the victim’s gait based on the video, the harder they tried the more they would fail 
and plateau at a certain point. Although a couple were able to get close to the victim’s 
gait without trying.  

Even when gait mimicking of the imposter is similar to the genuine subject’s gait, 
it is important to distinguish the differences between the imposter and genuine subject 
in order to identify the correct individual for authentication purposes.  

Method 

The approach to the problem will involve trying to find the closest matches to the 
actual genuine subject to see whether they could later be imitated and whether we need 
to improve our security.  

The design of the experiment first started taking in the raw gait data. We will be 
using the raw gait data provided from the gait_data folder on Canvas. This data was 
obtained from an Android smartphone positioned in the chest pocket of the participants. 
There are 22 participants and 22 excel files corresponding to that participant with 



accelerometer data: 
---time-step,x acceleration,y acceleration,z acceleration 

The data enhancement will involve removing 15% at the start and end of the raw 
data, since the beginning and end of movement may not be necessary and is 
inconsistent with the focus of the gait movement. The gait data will go through linear 
interpolation, which will join the information from the x, y, and z axes,using the equation 
below: 

This linear interpolation is then smoothed. Weighted Moving Average is used for 
the smoothing of data. 

This smoothing of the data is then placed into a histogram by putting the smoothed data 
into a magnitude vector with the equation below: 

[i]m = √x[i] [i] [i]2 + y 2 + z 2

 

After all 22 subjects have had their data converted to histograms, they are stored 
in a database.They are later used for matching the template with all the queries from the 
database. The matching algorithm that was used was the Dynamic Time Warping 
algorithm.  

The Python program is based on taking in the supposed subject’s gait and 
finding other similar matches based on anything with a dynamic time warping distance 
less than 0.001. Anything with distance of 0.0 is an exact match, but the other similar 
one’s may be considered to simulate differences in intrapersonal gait (since we are only 
working with one gait walk per subject) as well as interpersonal gait.  

We are given the choice to test on smoothed data versus unsmoothed data. Our 
hypothesis was that matching the smoothed template to smoothed query data (based 
on the DTW distance stated above) would give more results compared to the matching 
of unsmoothed template to unsmoothed query data. That is because unsmoothed data 
supposedly contains more details in the data, so it would be more difficult to match. 
Whereas, smoothed data has less details, so more matches would occur.  



Results 

The smoothed data ended up for the majority either having the same amount of 
matches with 45 percent or more at 41 percent depending on the test subject that was 
chosen. 14 percent of the unsmoothed data was greater than the unsmoothed data, a 
small percentage that did not follow our hypothesis.  

We originally thought that because the unsmoothed data had a larger amount of 
data it would result in more matches than the cleaned up smoothed data. This 
discrepancy may have been due to having to match the histograms which already 
reduce the amount of data greatly compared to the actual linear interpolation.  

Summary 

Even though a person’s gait is not always going to give the same exact results 
for authentication every time, it should be similar and consistent. We were only given 
data of gait cycles of people that walked only one time. Which is why in this project 
there was a threshold for Dynamic Time Warping with distances below 0.001, to 
simulate different but similar histograms in order give some room for other similar 
looking histograms. 

We chose to work with matching the histograms of the magnitude vector through 
Dynamic Time Warping because previously trying to output the Dynamic Time Warping 
results with the unsmoothed and smoothed linear interpolation was causing the Python 
program to crash. This may be due to the huge amount of data still in both versions of 
linear interpolation. This brings the project to another point, which is still being able to 



match the template and query without having to read a lot of data in order to reduce 
costs, time, and noise.  

However, since the majority of the results from matching the smoothed and 
unsmoothed had no major differences, it would be good to warrant a more secure and 
advanced way of authentication. One of those could be a knowledge based 
authentication paired with gait, such as storing the user’s chosen username and 
password/pin along with their gait at the beginning of completing a database. In the 
future, it would be sufficient to include the knowledge based authentication in order to 
reduce the actual results to the match the person’s actual gait. In other words, if the 
person’s gait was entered in for authentication and pulled up other similar results, as 
long as their password/pin was within those similar results it would warrant a successful 
authentication. We would also need to lower the threshold more closer to 0.0 to narrow 
down the results.  

Another thing that could have been done differently to make this project better 
would be to find multiple and average gait cycles of the same person, and use gait cycle 
detection instead of histograms.  
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Report 1 

Lips Recognition 

Passwords are phrases, words, or personal identification numbers (PINs) used 

for the purpose of securing information. The process of authentication is simple; he who 

knows the correct password is considered to be a legitimate user and he does not is an 

imposter. An archaic but effective method in a pre-industrial revolution era, but a terrible 

method to adapt to a 21st century use case - smartphones. In modern times, the user 

cannot be completely trusted because users tend to do things the easy way. Users for 

one cannot be trusted to use safe and cryptographically challenging passwords or be 

expected to not write them down in form or another [1]. Here the abilities of biometric 

authentication can be shown to great effect. As biometric authentication relies on who 

you are i.e. something that cannot practibly be lost or stolen.There exists a variety of 

biometric authentication modalities, methods, and frameworks here I propose a different 

one. 

My modality will be lips recognition. Specifically speaking I will be elaborating on 

an authentication method using a combination of voice, facial movement, and vibration. 

The intent here is firstly to remove the risk of password being stolen and social 

awkwardness. Since each user will have the same spoken password, that is all users 

will use the same phrase the same way. The spoken phrase is meant to be taking 

similarly to an activation phrase for the phone. Meaning saying the password will cause 

the phone to authentication you and the phone will be listening for your voice. Very 



similar to modern Iot devices like the Amazon Alexa which can be prompted to listen 

with the activation phrase “Alexa” [2]. The voice data will be used in authentication, but 

will not have as much weight as the next two characteristics. The next of which is 

captured facial movement using a front-facing camera. The camera will be placed very 

close to the face while the user recites the password. The captured movement will then 

be used for authentication. And lastly using the phones movement sensor specifically 

the magnetometer the slight magnetic field changes caused by motion of the lips. 

Experiments have shown that a small magnetometer is all that is needed to measure 

the magnetic field changes from something as small as eyelid movement [3]. Magnet 

sensing systems (magnetometers) have in the last decade risen to popular use in the 

medical field for their accuracy and I intent to apply the same effect using the built in 

sensors of smartphone [4]. The other intent is to be secure, for that a combination of all 

three will be used in the decision making process. 

This modality, has been introduces around the premise that it will be used for 

authentication on mobile devices. Furthermore, mobile devices being a highly personal 

object tend to only need authentication, but that is not to say that identification is not 

also possible. Technically speaking, the system can be enlarged and used enmass for 

commercial identification in the same way fingerprint is. Identification will however be 

very off putting to an user, given that they will likely be putting their face very close to a 

sensor that many people have already used. In light of the expected negative reaction 

from users, the modality will therefore be confined to authentication only. 



The workflow will consist of 4 steps: data capture, feature extraction, matching, 

and decision. Data capture will happen as described above. Feature extraction will 

comprise of two steps. First noise reduction must be applied to the magnetometer, 

mcorphone, and the camera input. Then a machine learning method will extract the 

pertinent features from each respective input separately. Afterwards matching will take 

place. The users query will be matched against the preexisting templates. There are 

multiple templates since the users facial movements and voice can change in response 

to their level of awakeness. There will be three separate scores produced in the 

matching phase. Lastly, a decision will be made using the score-level fusion of the three 

prior scores with more weight given to the magnetometer followed by the facial 

movement followed by the voice input. 

The system is cooperative and user friendly. The user must participate but they 

are allowed variance at no security cost. This does also mean the system is overt and 

non supervised given the exclusive and private nature of smartphones.The system is 

somewhat controlled as specific movements are required for authentication to happen 

i.e. speaking to and holding the phone in a particular way. Also the user will need some 

habitation due to the uniqueness of the design as any bold new system mandates. 

My modality admiintly is not as universal as some other biometric modalities. 

People who cannot move their face, or talk cannot use it, but this still does leave the 

vast majority of the population. Uniqueness is expected to be high because the inherent 

uniqueness of the face but will require some testing to prove. The modality is expected 

to be permanent and not affected too much by damage done to the face. Measure 



Ability and performance are questionable given the sensitivity of the magnetometer 

needs to be high and since three scores computed the performance on lower end 

phones will be low as well [5]. However, the system should prove very difficult to 

circumvent given that it requires a 3D face with a moving mouth just the same way as a 

specific human and a voice replay attack to be even approachable to intrusion. 
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Facial Recognition: Can you trust it? 
Read More to Find out Now 

Introduction 

Security is a big concern for people and companies in all fields; for we all have secrets to keep. 
However, in order to do that we need reliable systems in place. Systems that can protect our stuff 
from malicious attackers. 

Biometric Authentication is name for the category of systems that protect our secrets using 
information we keep on ourselves - our bodies. The specific pieces of out bodies used for the 
authentication are called modalities. Here we will talk about the face modality (Facial Authentication). 
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Facial Authentication relies on 
scanning a person's face for facial 
contours, pores, and other facial 
characteristics that make a persons 
face unique. 

Anti-Spoofing 

Facial Authentication is in practice 
a very effective way to differentiate 
between attackers  called 
imposters and genuine users. 
However, there's a problem. Any 
field dedicated to securing 
something also included the study 
of methods to break that security. 

 
In Biometric Authentication for any modality this is called ‘Spoofing’. When a system is spoofed                             
it has been deliberately made to allow an imposter in. There is a constant arms race between                                 
those who make the systems secure and those who break. However, people can be ease for the                                 
study of ‘Anti-Spoofing’ is all about deflecting these spoofing attacks. Below, there are three                           
ways that Facial Authentication systems are kept safe from attackers. 

1)  Challenge Response strategies 

For Facial Authentication to happen you need a sensor which will take a photo of you face to                                   
compare against saved photos. From this an obvious spoof arises, tricking the sensor using an                             
existing photo of the genuine user. After all, due to the Internet photos of most people can be                                   
found all over social media. To overcome this ‘Liveness Detection’ is implemented; detection                         
that the subject is alive i.e. not a photo.  

There are ways to combat this. One way is to have the sensor look for movements like                                 
eye-blinks and gaze changes these are called ‘Challenge Response strategies’ . These little things                           
are highly effective against photo attacks, but sometimes the imposter will use a video which                             
has all these things. To combat video based spoofs, there are a fair amount of techniques. They                                 
are fairly complex but can generally summed up as looking for cues that the information                             
presented to the sensor is not a video by looking at things that a video on a screen produce, or                                       
try to take in information from the surroundings that would show the sensor there was no live                                 
human in front of it. 
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2) Sensor Modifications 

As described in the last point, the most common form of attack against facial recognition is a                                 
video or photo being provided to the sensor. There are a few ways which the sensor itself can                                   
be improved without changing the software. 

One simple way is to add inferred information to saved genuine information. Humans radiate                           
heat that can be seen with an infrared camera and cannot be easily shown on a video.                                 
Moreover even if the imposter naturally looks very close to the genuine user like a twin, this has                                   
been shown in [1] to still be effective. Another way is to add lights in a certain arrangement to                                     
the sensor. Since a video will be played on a screen it will be reflective, the lights can simply                                     
make it very hard to detect anything if a screen is placed in front of it, 

3) Using multiple biometrics 

As simple to way to improve the effectiveness of facial Authentication is simply to use more                               
than one modality. Supplement the reading of facial information with say fingerprint or iris                           
modalities or even voice. This does not completely mitigate the dangers spoofing but certainly                           
raises the bar considerably for an imposter to gain access. 

Overall  
Facial recognition is a very good form of Authentication, but it still has problems. Problems                             
which come in the form of attacks from imposters, to that tend anti spoofing is there to save it.                                     
Regretfully, anti-spoofing does not always work. 

There are problems with each of the methods. Challenge Response methods are the best for                             
the device since the sensors do not need to be changed, but have the problem of becoming                                 
increasingly complex with time. Checking for blinks and movements slows down the                       
recognition time, and anti-spoofing against videos requires computationally intensive math                   
which drains the battery. Their advantage is also just that, they can be improved without                             
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needing to get a new device. These sort of improvements also fail when the imposters get even                                 
better spoofing attacks. 

Sensor modification is not very good for             
an user wallet. Adding any sort of             
modifications to the device requires         
money and a new device, but is a better                 
choice long term. Because it sets a much               
higher bar for an imposter to begin to               
attack the device. The device as well             
suffers because of added battery         
consumption, but everything else should         
stay the same. 

Lastly using multiple biometric would yield the best security at the worst price. It would require                               
a new phone with extensive modifications to allow for a new sensor to be integrated which                               
would be paid for by the users in money and by the device in accommodating all the extra                                   
computations and resources needed for it. And like a sensor modification it can still fail as it                                 
comes with its own weaknesses like facial recognition does, but sets the bar much higher for an                                 
imposter to begin attacking the device. 

The Future 
No security system is perfect: Biometric Authentication or not. But, we can work towards                           
making a system that is really secure. To that end, Biometric Authentication is far more secure                               
than simple password or pin for unlocking things. Yet, the still do make mistakes. From the                               
research, the future direction of Facial recognition seems to be going towards better sensors                           
and combinations with other sensors in terms of newest growth, but most of the research has                               
up to now been focused on improvement using software. 
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